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Impact of Emergency Operating Instructions on Severe-Accident Sequences

by

Constantine P. Tzanos

This work presents a quantitative assessment of the impact that the

emergency operating instructions (EOIs) of operating nuclear power plants may

have on the frequency of severe accident sequences. Frequencies of such

sequences were calculated based on the operator actions required by the EOIs

of a reference BWR plant and compared to those resulting from an "optimized"

set of instructions. The "optimized" set of EOIs was based on the necessary

operator actions indicated by analyses of the Severe Accident Sequence Analy-

sis (SASA) program [1,2]. The impact of the EOIs is expected to be especially

significant in seauences where the available time for operator response is

short. For this reason, in this comparison three sequences were considered:

loss of the high pressure injection systems (HPC1 and RCIC) with the power

conversion system (PCS) unavailable; loss of offsite power; and station black-

out.

The EOIs stress avoidance to place controls on manual operation when

automatic operation functions properly. In the event that RCIC and HPCI fail,

one EOI states: if a relief valve is not stuck open, "manually open relief

valve", and "depressurize to CS, LPCI permissive, condensate booster pump"; if

a relief valve is stuck open, "depressurize to CS, LPCI permissive, condensate

booster pump". It is not stated how many relief valves should be opened for

depressurization. Another EOI gives a depressurization rate <100°F/hr. At

higher rates the reactor vessel fatigue margin is violated. For this depres-

surization rate and from information provided by the EOIs it is determined:

the core spray (CS) actuation pressure is reached in 0.9 hours; CS rated flow

is reached in 1.25 hours; the LPCI pump discharge pressure overcomes reactor
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pressure at 1.4 hours. The SASA analysis shows that if HPCI and RCIC are

unavailable, and no operator action is taken to depressurize the reactor: if

a relief valve is not stuck open core uncovery starts at 0,5 hours and core

melt at 1.1 hours; if a relief valve is stuck open, core uncovery and melt

start at 0.3 and 0.9 hours, respectively. Thus, if the operator starts de-

pressurization, after failure of HPCI and RCIC has been verified, at a rate

<100°F/hr some core damage may not be avoided.

In the event of a transient, the automatic depressurization system (ADS)

is not initiated automatically early enough. The EOIs instruct the operator

to verify ADS initiation after manual depressurization has been initiated and

after "low, low, low" vessel water level has been reached. Thus, the EOI

instructions for manual depressurization do not mean manual actuation of the

ADS system. Moreover, if the operator finds out that the ADS has not started,

the EOI does not require manual ADS initiation.

For transients that render the PCS unavailable (1.7 events/year for the

reference plant) a probability of about 10~* is used in recent PRAs for fail-

ure to recover the PCS in the short term. The core damage frequency due to

sequences initiated by such events and involving RCIC and HPIC failure would

be 1.7 x 2 x 10"3 x 10"1 p = 3.4 x 10"4 p, where: 2 x 10~3 = RCIC and HPCI

unavailability, 10 = probability for failure to recover the PCS. Therefore,

the frequency of core damage is strongly dependent on the probability of

operator failure, p, to depressurize at the proper rate. Since the EOIs do

not provide the required specific instructions and since the required de-

pressurization rate violates the vessel fatigue limit, this probability

becomes very strongly dependent on relevant operator training and experience.
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Loss of offsite power (LOSP) and failure of three diesel generators wot^ d

lead to inadequate power supplies for the safe shutdown of at least one unit

in the reference power station. In the event of station blackout, RCIC and

HPCI can be used for heat removal as long as DC power is available. Under

station blackout conditions, DC power can be available up to seven hours if:

all unit batteries are available, and prudent action is taken by a well-

trained operator to conserve battery potential by minimizing the connected DC

loads. However, there is no EOI that gives instructions to the operator what

loads to disconnect. Therefore, the time of DC power availability may be

shorter than the above estimate.

The EOIs instruct the operator to: "maintain torus level. Transfer

HPCI/RCIC suction to torus to prevent level increase in torus." If torus

cooling is unavailable, in about two hours the torus temperature exceeds the

60°C, which is the maxinum recommended temperature for cooling of the RCIC and

HPCI lube oil [1]. The HPCI suction is automatically transferred to the torus

after the water level exceeds the +7 inches point. This point is reached in

about 2.5 hours from transient initiation. Thus, if the operator would trans-

fer HPCI/RCIC suction to torus, to maintain torus water level, both systems

would fail in about three hours.

In the event of LOSP, if the HPCI and RCIC suctions are not transferred

to the torus they remain operational for 13 hours [2]. Reducing the recovery

time from 13 hours to three hours increases the non-recovery probabilities for

offsite power [3] and diesel generators [41 by a factor of ~4.4 and two,

respectively. In turn, the frequency of core damage due to LOSP is increased

by a factor of nine (from 2.2 x 10"^ to 1.9 x 10"^ for plant Z data and from

4.5 x 10'6 to 4.0 x 10~5 for Peach Bottom data [3,4]}. In the event of
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station blackout, reducing the available recovery time from seven hours (SAS'-

estimate [1]) to three hours increases the non-recovery probabilities for

offsite power and diesel generators by a factor of two and ~1.7,

respectively. In turn, the core damage probability due to station blackout,

is increased by a factor of -3.4 (from 3.1 x 10"^ to 1.0 x 10"4 for plant Z

data and from 6.5 x 10~6 to 2.2 x 10 for Peach Bottom data).

This analysis shows that the EOIs have a very significant impact on the

outcome of severe accident sequences. The development of effective procedures

must be based on detailed analyses of these sequences to determine the pre-

vailing conditions during the accident, the response of all the risk signifi-

cant systems and components, the timing and sequence of events. The form of

the EOIs must be such that the proper actions can be identified very clearly

and quickly.
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